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Abstract
A problem for building and studying approaches to automati-
cally assess and give feedback to L2 English learners on their
speaking ability is a lack of suitable data sets and platforms to
run experiments on. This paper describes the Speak & Improve
(S&I) speaking practice tool, which has been designed to meet
the needs of researchers while also offering learners the oppor-
tunity to practise their English speaking and improve their con-
fidence. S&I has tasks that allow the learner to demonstrate
and improve their proficiency across the English speaking con-
struct. Most of the tasks are free speaking, that is, the learner is
not constrained in what they have to say. Over 400,000 learn-
ers worldwide have tried the alpha version of S&I. This paper
presents the next version which provides more choice and flex-
ibility to the users and more feedback on performance.
Index Terms: spoken language assessment, computer assisted
language learning, speaking practice

1. Introduction
Automated spoken language assessment for free speaking (un-
scripted responses to prompts) and read aloud speech tasks
is gradually being deployed by companies including Pearson,
ETS, Cambridge Assessment English, Liuliusho and Duolingo
for L2 English speakers. These learners often lack opportuni-
ties to practise their speaking skills, especially across the va-
riety of communicative speaking tasks that occur outside the
classroom. Whilst for researchers working in this area a ma-
jor hurdle is the lack of data to train and evaluate assessment
and feedback systems on, and platforms to investigate differ-
ent feedback approaches. This paper presents Speak & Improve
which is attempting to address some of these issues.

Speak & Improve (S&I)1 is a research project from the Uni-
versity of Cambridge in association with Cambridge University
Press & Assessment and English Language iTutoring Ltd. It is
an always available, free, web app. Learners can practise their
English speaking and improve their confidence on a wide range
of communicative speaking tasks. Users can interact with S&I
through many different devices including laptops, tablets and
mobile phones, as it is based in the browser. S&I is designed for
all proficiency levels, from basic beginner through independent
intermediate to proficient learners; on the CEFR [1] scale from
below A1 to C1 and above. Launched quietly in 2017, by June
2022, S&I had received 9 million answers submitted by 400,000
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users worldwide and was growing at a rate of 70,000 answers
per month, reaching a peak of 105,000 answers in March 2023.

The underlying spoken language processing technology in
S&I is derived from technology transferred from the ALTA In-
stitute at the University (see [2] for examples and further refer-
ences). It provides researchers with a tool to gather data and as-
sess approaches to automated spoken language assessment and
feedback. A public data set release is being planned.

The first, alpha, version of S&I offered five complete prac-
tice tests based on the Linguaskill Speaking exam [3]. This
paper introduces the next, beta, version of S&I. Learners can
choose to focus on a particular speaking skill and/or to take a
complete practice test. Apart from interactive competence, the
learner can practice a wide range of communicative speaking
skills and get feedback on their level of proficiency.

2. Speak & Improve Tool
After the splash (landing) page, where they first meet the speech
robot, Sandi, a user sees the layout in Figure 1.

Figure 1: S&I selection screen

Practice a speaking skill approach. If the learner wants
to focus on a particular aspect of their speaking, they can select
from one of seven skills:

1. Answer questions about yourself
2. Read aloud
3. Give your opinion
4. Give a presentation about a graphic
5. Give a presentation about something personal
6. Give advice or make a recommendation
7. Answer questions about a topic
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As they work through each task in a skill section, users are given
a level for their speech related to the CEFR scale and some mo-
tivational feedback from Sandi.

All of these tasks are free speaking tasks except for the
Read Aloud task. Figure 2 illustrates a typical question from
the ”Give your opinion” task. If users register with the tool and
log in they have a choice of 5 or 6 practice tasks per category.
Otherwise they will have access to 1 task per category.

Figure 2: Example of S&I ”Give your opinion” speaking task

Practise a complete test approach. A learner who selects
to do a complete test has access to 1 or 5 free tests if logged out
or in, respectively. They are taken through a flow of 5 full tasks
to make a complete test that takes about 15 minutes. At the
end, the learner receives a level on the CEFR scale and some
motivational feedback. They also receive a level for each of
the tasks in the test so that they can identify their weaker and
stronger skills.

Assessment and Feedback. An automated spoken lan-
guage assessment system is run to provide feedback to help the
user know how they are doing and guide them on what they are
doing well/need to improve. A deep density network (DDN)
based [2] auto-marker is used to score the task and/or a com-
plete test. This is similar to that presented in [3] but fully auto-
matic with no human involvement.

Audio is passed through an API to an audio processing
docker. The audio quality is first checked. If ok, ASR is run
to generate a transcript and then word, syllable and grapheme
level time alignments are generated. From these and the au-
dio a range of statistics and information is gathered. These
are passed to the auto-marker docker which derives the auto-
marker input features from them. The features aim to cover as
much of the speaking test construct as is possible. Features [4]
relate to fluency (e.g. fraction of disfluencies), pronunciation
and intelligbility (e.g. phone distance features, ASR word con-
fidence scores), language resource and discourse management
(e.g. grade specific LM perplexity). Appropriateness to the
topic is checked through an off-topic response detector [5].

Auto-marking is run at a task and/or overall test level. The
regression-based auto-marker returns a score for each task (or
test) on a continuous scale of 0-6 which the S&I tool converts
into a score based on the CEFR scale (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1,
C2)2. The score is presented to the user with some motivational
feedback provided by Sandi as shown in Figure 3. This will be
further expanded as S&I develops. The learner can track their
progress through a history display, Figure 4.

Generally the auto-marker gives an accurate prediction of
the speaker’s achievement on a task. A number of factors, how-
ever, can affect the scoring, such as issues with the recording,

2The CEFR level strictly applies to a full speaking test which as-
sesses all aspects of the speaking construct. To avoid confusing learn-
ers, the same grades are used for individual tasks as an indicator only.

Figure 3: Task score with motivational feedback

Figure 4: Performance level history indicator

background noise or outlier speakers. To try to prevent the sys-
tem giving a badly mismatched score in these cases, the auto-
marker provides the tool with a measure of its confidence in its
own prediction [6]. If the confidence score is below a threshold,
the tool can opt to withhold the score from the user. The S&I
tool can also detect poor recording conditions and advise the
learner to move to a quieter location and/or change to a better
internet connection.

3. Conclusions
This paper has presented the Speak & Improve L2 English
speaking practice tool which allows learners to practise a range
of communicative speaking functions, receiving a score and
motivational feedback. Researchers gain data - a public release
is planned for 2023/4 - and an experimental platform.
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